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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON:
Tansi! This year marks 3 years since the
creation of Clear Sky Connections (CSC) by
the Chiefs of Manitoba. It is our pleasure to
showcase the outstanding work carried out by
the staff and Board of Directors of CSC in
implementing the all important mandate of
building Manitoba’s Network of the Future.
With initial funding already secured by
Indigenous Services Canada the build to one
of the First Nations in Northern Manitoba is
70% complete and will be “lit up” with highspeed internet connectivity by this Fall! We aim
to connect a few more communities by the end
of this year and continue until all of our
members have high-speed internet.
There are many new partnerships that have
been made that will be the stepping-stones to
greater initiatives and that the grassroots will
build upon so Manitoba youth are leaders in the
ICT industry! To all of our supporters and to the Member communities for setting forth the
direction to Lighting the Pathway to Connectivity - Kinanaskomitinawow! Ekosani!
Yours in Partnership,
CLEAR SKY CONNECTIONS

Chief David Crate C.M
Fisher River Cree Nation
Chairperson
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Tansi! Aniin! Boozhoo! Ho / Han! Wotizwe!
The year 2019 marked many milestones for Clear Sky
Connections as we put the shovels in the ground and started
the build to Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation. To be the first
100% multi-First Nation owned company to break ground and
do a fibre build brings great pride to a team that has led the
work over the last 11 years to get to this point. The youth and
elders are forever guiding us to do great things, and more
importantly the grassroots community members who entrust
us with building the expertise and plans to get everyone
connected.
This year we kick off the Youth ICT training once again with
introduction of a summer student program to utilize as lessons
learned for bigger training opportunities that are coming.
We have built so many exciting partnerships this year with Forest Green, Blackberry, Microsoft,
other First Nations across Canada, to name a few. They hear nothing but great things about our
work here in Manitoba and we should take pride in that.
As always - Keep praying for change and continue to Raise Hope! The future depends on the
stepping stones we create for the upcoming generations to build upon.
Ekosani! Miigwech! Mahsi! Wopida! Thank you!

Yours in Partnership,
CLEAR SKY CONNECTIONS

Lisa Clarke BSc BA
Chief Executive Officer
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In May of 2009, the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs mandated the Manitoba First Nations
Technology Council to establish the “Technology Plan”. The Technology Plan then evolved
into the “Connectivity Plan”, to bring two-way high-speed Internet to all Manitoba First
Nation communities. The Technology Council consists of appointees from all seven Tribal
Councils, including representatives from the northern and southern Independent
Nations. The task of the Connectivity Plan, Building the Manitoba First Nations Network
Committee, now called “Manitoba First Nations (MFNs) Network: The Gateway to
Economic Development Opportunities” is now underway. Training Initiatives for Lighting

the Pathway to Connectivity: Supporting Indigenous Youth to Become World Leaders in
Technology – building our future ICT Centre of Excellence are now progressing.

Ultimately First Nations youth do not have the same opportunities as other youth that
have access to urban centre programs and services, even just backbone ICT networks
that link them to such services like Digital Literacy. With suicide rates being five to seven
times higher than the Canadian population and addiction and prescription drug abuse
rates, and incarceration rates reaching crisis levels in many communities, First Nations
need to come together to support a coordinated and comprehensive approach to First
Nations mental wellness programs and services. The ICT Centre of Excellence can
provide a vehicle for change - at the speed of light. To have a network in place
complemented by skills and on-the-job training, mentored youth will become the
specialists of the future - providing service to non-Indigenous nations in addition to their
own! Eventually the Specialists will in turn train the youth in the remote Manitoba First
Nations communities once the high-speed internet access is achieved for all the
Nations.
This annual report gives a snapshot of the work completed this fiscal year, exemplifying
the Seven Sacred Teachings upheld in all of our communities.
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ABOUT US:
THE LARGEST INDIGENOUS NETWORK IN CANADA

Clear Sky Connections is the largest
Indigenous-owned
telecommunications
network in Canada. Implementing highspeed internet connectivity which will
deploy thousands of kilometers of fibre optic
cable into all Manitoba First Nations (MFNs).
With the ever-growing use of the internet,
most MFNs lack adequate, affordable, and
reliable connectivity. As the technology
evolves and expands in functionality our
communities need to keep up with these
advancements; we will address this
connectivity gap.

Our goal is to have all MFNs and
surrounding communities on our network to
provide good quality service that is
affordable, as soon as possible.
Internet connectivity currently available in
MFNs is well below the industry standard
and is limited compared to urban areas. The
connections are unreliable and costly. Our
network will provide high speed, reliable
internet for the people.
The challenge in Manitoba when deploying
the fibre optic cable to our communities are
the various terrains. To overcome this, we
will use various fibre optic deployment
method
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MISSION:
Our Mission is to facilitate and support the deployment of affordable, reliable high-speed internet
in all Manitoba First Nations communities where high-speed internet is not available or otherwise
being deployed. Part of our Mission also involves facilitating and assisting with training and
employment of First Nations Communities’ residents in the deployment, operation, and
maintenance of high-speed internet. We will provide the bandwidth necessary for extensive use
of Internet telephony or other voice applications, downloading and uploading of large amounts of
data, and high-speed electronic data transfers.

VISION
We see a world where our quality of life continuously improves as every person safely exercises
their right to access information and opportunities; to communicate; and to participate
meaningfully in the global economy through essential services of telecommunications. As the
economy expands and becomes more diverse, so does our need for such and we plan on
bringing the best services to those who need it most.

Since 2009, the Manitoba First Nations
Technology Council has worked on building
the Manitoba First Nations Network of the
Future Initiative to bring high speed internet
to all Manitoba First Nation communities.
The work at Clear Sky Connections has
evolved to create a for-profit arm, Clear Sky
Indigenous
Inc.
with
Broadband
Communications North. This partnership
has been able to open doors for Manitoba’s
First Nations to fully realize the dream of
both owning and operating a high-speed
fibre optic network.
With the strategic partnerships currently
planned, greater value will be achieved for
ensuring affordable, accessible, and
adequate connectivity across all nations.
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OBJECTIVES:
i.

To design, build, finance, operate and
maintain a communications network
that provides high speed internet
services to, and in, First Nations and
other communities in Manitoba either
directly or through third party Internet
Service Providers (ISPs).

ii.

Cause third parties to design, build,
finance, operate and maintain a
communications network that provides
high-speed internet services to, and in,
First Nation and other communities in
Manitoba including the provision of
those services through ISPs.

iii.

Employ, train, and facilitate both
employment and training of residents in
First Nations and other communities in
Manitoba and in the construction,
operation and maintenance of a
communications network that provides
high-speed internet services to and in
First Nations and other communities in
Manitoba.

iv.

To provide reliable and affordable
Internet access that is effective and
cost-efficient and enhances the
delivery of education, healthcare, and
other critical social services, especially
in remote areas.

v.

To provide significant business and
economic development opportunities
by connecting geographically isolated
communities
with
the
global
marketplace

vi.

To provide significant job opportunities
for First Nations community members
that will in turn change the lifestyle of
people living in rural, isolated
communities and allow the youth to
enjoy a promising career without the
need to leave their home communities.
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OUR PRINCIPLES AND VALUES:
We are grounded in the 7 Sacred Teachings and the 7 Principles.
Each teaching plays a role in each principle.
The Seven Principles that define a nation are:
•

Land.

•

People.

•

Teachings.

•

Values.

•

Languages.

•

Way of Life and History.

•

Belief in Something Greater.

RESPECT represented LOVE represented by the COURAGE represented
by the BUFFALO — The EAGLE —
by the BEAR —
Buffalo stands on guard to
remind us of the teaching of
Respect. Respect all life on
Mother Earth, respect Elders
and people of all races. The
essence of respect is to give
and
share.
The
buffalo
embodies respect by giving of
itself. The buffalo, through
giving its life and sharing every
part of its being, showed the
deep respect it had for the
people.

The Eagle welcomes all with
the spirit of Love. The wings
spread in welcome. Love is the
essence of life. Always act in
love: love the Creator; love
Mother Earth; love yourself,
your family, and your fellow
human beings.

The Bear stands tall to remind
us of the teaching of Courage.
Listen to your heart. It takes
courage to do what is right.

HONESTY represented
by the SABÉ (Bigfoot) —
The Sabé holds its heart to
remind us to live in honesty – to
9
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live from the heart. Never lie or HUMILITY represented
gossip. Be honest with yourself
by the WOLF —
and others. Speak from your
heart. Be true to your word.
The Wolf bows its head in
humbleness as it brings us the
teaching of humility, to show us
WISDOM represented all that we have been created
equal in the eyes of the Creator.
by the BEAVER —
No one is greater or lesser in
The Beaver brings the teaching the human family. Think of
of wisdom. Everyone has been others before yourself. Humble
given a special gift. Show yourself to the Creator by being
wisdom by using your gift to thankful.
build a peaceful world.

TRUTH represented by
the TURTLE —
The Turtle brings the teaching
of Truth. Always seek Truth.
Living the Truth is living all
these teachings - Respect,
Love,
Courage,
Honesty,
Wisdom and Humility. Let us
join together to help fulfill the
prophecy of the Red people —
coming together as a human
family to bring truth into the
world.

To those personal values organizationally, Clear Sky Connections demonstrates:

•

PERSEVERENCE

•

DRIVE

•

LEADERSHIP

•

ACCOUNTABILITY

•

TRUST

•

INTEGRITY
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FIBRE BUILD UPDATE – NELSON HOUSE
The official groundbreaking on
Friday, October 4, 2019 was for
the fibre build to connect
Nisichawayasihk
(Nelson
House) Cree Nation. Nelson
House is seen as a gateway
community to connect Northern
Manitoba First Nations; the
construction progress of the first
hop (78.4 km) is 70% complete.
The build will connect and utilize existing Manitoba Hydro Telecom (MHT) fibre breakouts near
Thompson. The new fibre will replace the existing community-shared 130 Meg wireless
connection from Thompson with a 1024 Meg connection, with the option to increase the
bandwidth in the future.
Currently, there are other construction projects underway in Nelson House. Investigating and
seeking approval for installing conduits and fibre with the other third-party construction projects
for some sections is in-progress.

Third-Party Projects:
✓ New road section and new school in Nelson House.
✓ Water pipe installation across the river in Nelson House.
The installation of a connection point near the new school will allow connecting the new school
in the future.
The additional cost for directional drilling the water crossing was outside of budget; the plan is to
either use weighted conduit or submarine cable.
The final construction was due to be completed after the thaw in spring 2020 with the project
‘lighting-up’ sometime in summer 2020, but with the on-going pandemic of COVID-19, the
completion date has been delayed until September 2020.
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STRATEGIC PLAN

STRATEGIC PARTNER

Clear Sky Connections has formed new
partnerships that will generate revenue to be
re-invested in the project and is welcoming
investors that can provide necessary capital,
expertise, and expanded networking to help
scale the impact of this project. We are
exploring funding options, including foreign
lenders, the bond market, Canada
Infrastructure Bank (CIB), and other
investors that are interested in the initiative.

Clear Sky is partnering with Broadband
Communications North Inc. to operate,
maintain, and is engaging Crown Pipelines to
build the Network in a Public-Private
Partnership ("PPP”) and a merger of the two
entities as a for-profit Corporation: Clear Sky

The base of the project has been developed,
which also includes the initial plans for the
MFNs Information and Communication
Technology Centre of Excellence.

(2018) Inc (CS2I).
Agreements on the partnership are currently
being reviewed for board approval and signoff. Roles and responsibilities of each
organization are clearly outlined in the
agreement.

Backhaul, Network Operations and Maintenance Relationships
Following the Master Service Agreement (MSA) signed with Manitoba Hydro Telecom (MHT), it
incorporates providing access to its 5,170-kilometre fibre optic cable backbone in Manitoba and
to provide backhaul services to Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation (Nelson House) as well as future
communities to be connected. A service order for the interconnect from Thompson to Nelson
House has also been issued including an authorization letter. MHT will also support Clear Sky
Connections and BCN with network operation and maintenance services within its footprint.
12
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FUNDING STRATEGY
Current government funders include Indigenous Services Canada and Health Canada. However,
effort to recover the federal commitment for funding from Innovation, Science and Economic
Development (ISED) Canada, which was made to the former Clear Sky Communications Inc. is
still ongoing to support the community intentions expressed to the federal government for a “winwin” solution for all involved, especially for the First Nation people.
Clear Sky Connections also submitted an application to the Investing in Canada Infrastructure
Program (ICIP) announced on June 3rd, 2019, as a proponent on behalf of Island Lake Tribal
Council with Crown Pipeline Ltd. (Construction Engineering); KatloTech (Fibre Construction
Technical Consultant); Manitoba Hydro Telecom (Transit Provider) and Broadband
Communications North (Internet Service Provider) as partners; while Pine Creek, Shamattawa,
Skownan and Sapotaweyak submitted individually as proponents with Clear Sky Connections as
a partner. Announcements of successful applicants is still being awaited.
The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) announced the
second call to support broadband projects on November 13th, 2019. The Broadband Fund will
provide up to $750 million over five years to support projects in underserved areas. Clear Sky
Connections’ application in partnership with BCN for this funding was submitted on June 1st, 2020.
There are numerous upcoming government funding opportunities coming up via the Universal
Broadband Fund that will be used to complement funding received via Own Source Revenue.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Meetings
were
held
with
various
community
representatives and organizations to trust Clear Sky
Connections in planning the future of the Fibre Optic build
project, to help make better decisions while avoiding
political landmines. With this robust community
engagement process, more communities have come to
understand and accept decisions made by Clear Sky
Connections with new memberships being formed.
14
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Below are some community meetings and discussions held:
2-Apr-19

Date

Description
Discussion on Build Options.

3-Apr-19

Cross Lake Health Centre.

8-Apr-19

NHCN Build Options.

23-Apr-19
23-Apr-19

CSC update meeting.
Update meeting.

26-Apr-19

MHT breakout points.

6-May-19
23-May-19

Meeting with Swan Lake First
Nation.
ICT Centre of Excellence
Discussion.

29-May-19

ICT Summit.

6-Jun-19

Meeting with Shamattawa First
Nation.
Meeting with Pimicikamak First
Nation.
Meeting with Island Lake Tribal
Council.
Meeting with Pimicikamak First
Nation.
Long Plain First Nation.

7-Jun-19
12-Jun-19
11-Jul-19
18-Jul-19
19 & 29-Aug-19
5-Sep-19

19-Sep-19

Norway House Cree Nation.
Conference call meeting with Pine
Creek First Nation.
Meeting with Northlands Denesuline
First Nation Chief and Council.
Meeting with Pine Creek

20-Sep-19
04-Oct-19
10-Oct-19
1-Nov-19
6-Nov-19

Meeting with Norway House.
Nelson House Ground Breaking.
NHCN + CLBOI.
Keeseekoowenin.
Peguis.

Nov-19 – Jan 20
21-Jan-20
11-Jan-20
19-Feb-20

Nelson House.
Meeting with Peguis.
Meeting with Fisher River.
Meeting with Chief Hart,
Bunibonibee Cree Nation.

6-Sep-19

Note
Norway House, Cross Lake, Jim
Rondeau (consultant).
Meeting to discuss fibre
implementation at the new Health
Centre in Cross Lake.
Met in Norway House, discussed
with NHCN and CLBOI chief and
council on fibre build to connect
both communities. Continue to
Island Lake communities.
INAC and FNIHB.
Chief Peguis Investment
Corporation.
Discuss with MHT on a timeline and
build to 3x communities. Breakout
points, route planning, and costs.
MHT update, scope creep, single
party, environmental approvals.
Fibre Project, update on CSC fibre
project.
Discuss coordinated training efforts
between MKO, MFNERC, CSC,
BCN, SCO.
4th Annual ICT Summit and 2nd
Annual General Membership
Meeting.
Meet with Chief to discuss fibre
build funding application.
Meet with Chief to discuss fibre
build to the community.
Meeting to discuss fibre build.
Follow up meeting with Pimicikamak
First Nation.
Chief and Council to discuss fibre
funding application.
Fibre build discussion.
Fibre build application discussion.
Chief Denechezhe and Councillor
Tsssessaze, fibre build.
Chief and Council, ICIP funding
application.
Meet with council, fibre build.
NCN Press Conference.
Fibre build discussion.
Fibre Build Discussion.
Clear Sky Connections Presentation
Overview.
Fibre Optic roll out strategy.
Fibre build discussion.
Fibre build discussion.
Fibre build discussion.
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APPENDIX A: 2 ND ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP
MEETING
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING PHOTO GALLERY
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GROUP PHOTO
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APPENDIX B: HISTORY OF CLEAR SKY CONNECTIONS
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APPENDIX C: OUR LEADERSHIP
INTERIM CHAIRPERSON – Chief David Crate was first

elected to Council in 1985 and became Chief in 1989. Now in
his 29th year, he has participated in numerous projects that
have improved the community. These projects include the
establishment of a Healing Center, Water and Sewer Treatment
Facility, Car Wash/Laundry Mat, Fitness Centre, Castle Building
Supplies Store and most recently, the Bay River Inn & Suites.
Chief Crate was also involved in a joint venture project with the
Province of Manitoba for the development of 88 cottage lots in
Fisher River. Focusing on long-term planning and community
development, currently Chief Crate and Council are
implementing a 20-year community plan. This plan includes
upgrading of local road, infrastructure, and drainages for the
Fisher River Cree Nation community.
Chief Crate’s dedication to all Manitoba First Nation’s (MFN) include his work with the
Assembly of Manitoba Chief’s Gaming Committee, members of the Executive Council of
Chiefs, co-chairing the MFN Technology Council and the MFN ICT Training Initiatives Inc.
In August of 2011 and in August of 2016, Chief Crate and Council brought the National Cree
Gathering to the community of Fisher River Cree Nation. The Cree Gathering highlights Cree
ceremonies, traditions, and teachings.
In February 2012, Chief Crate was appointed to the board of Manitoba Hydro. It was also in
2012 the Frontier Centre for Public Policy rated Chief Crate’s community of Fisher River Cree
Nation 6th in the Aboriginal governance index within the prairie provinces, and number one in
Manitoba overall.
In June 2013, Chief Crate was appointed to the National Aboriginal Economic Development
Board by the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development of Canada (AANDC).
In November 2013, Chief Crate’s community was approved to become a Borrowing Member
of the First Nations Finance Authority (FNFA). Chief Crate was awarded with the Manitoba
Crocus Award for Conservation for his work on the Fisher Bay Park and is also a recipient of
the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal in the merit category for Public Service. In
December 2017, Gov. Gen. Julie Payette announced the latest list of 124 remarkable
Canadians to be inducted into the Order of Canada for outstanding achievements, dedication
to community and service to the nation. One of those 124 remarkable Canadians is Fisher
River Cree Nation Chief David Crate.
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DIRECTOR –
Cornell McLean
Chief of Lake Manitoba First Nation for 6 years running, McLean was also on
council for 2 years and is married with 6 children and 16 grandchildren back home.
He is one of our board members representing Interlake Reserves Tribal Council

DIRECTOR –
Marcel Moody
Chief of Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation, Marcel is involved in intergovernmental
relations, the legislative development advocacy, and extensively supports
economic development as well as entrepreneurship and business on behalf of the
nation.

DIRECTOR –
Betsy Kennedy
Manitoba’s longest-serving female chief for health, environmental and economic
contributions to her reserve, War Lake First Nation. She received the Order of Manitoba
in 2016 and continues to bring awareness to missing and murdered Indigenous girls
and women; Kennedy is devoted to bringing about positive change in her communities.

DIRECTOR –
Kenneth Chalmers
Chief of Birdtail Sioux First Nation and Chairman of the Chiefs Executive
Committee, Chalmers is profoundly involved in his community and is interested in
reconciliation as well as economic development, which is required to grow and
sustain FN economies across Canada.

DIRECTOR –
Cindy McKay
Cindy McKay, Board Member of Clear Sky Connections representing West Region
Tribal Council. Treaty 4 member of Pine Creek First Nation. Cindy has 3 children - Joey
who is in Real Estate, Jeremy - Lawyer, Taz - University 4th year student. Cindy loves
travelling to Los Angeles to visit her adopted grandchildren when she can, but due to
COVID 19 Pandemic restrictions was unable to this year. She also loves her role serving
her community as councilor at Pine Creek First Nation for almost 6 years.
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APPENDIX D: CLEAR SKY CONNECTIONS TEAM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER – Lisa Clarke BSc, BA, is from
Norway House Cree Nation, Manitoba, and is the Chief Executive
Officer for Clear Sky Connections. Lisa has worked for First
Nations for many years in building leadership, self-governance,
tripartite partnerships & community technological capacity.
Specifically, for the Building the Manitoba First Nations Network
of the Future initiative 12 years ago until today Lisa led the
grassroots development of the eHealth-Information &
Communication Technology long term strategy that the network
is a key component of. Training at several Universities across
Canada has led to various levels of certification, & the opportunity
to observe other cultures & institutional thinking, how it has
transformed Indigenous thought & more importantly - Life. The
significance of working for First Nation communities & making
sure future generations have the tools & knowledge for self-sustaining
economic development & networks is constantly reinforced through the growth of her children and
adopted children of the Youth ICT Committee. Lisa’s drive comes from the belief that First Nations
must have the opportunities & supports to pursue anything that is available to all other Manitobans &
Canadians. Her children, 10-year-old Gabriel, and 5-year-old twins Neepin (Summer) and Seekwun
(Spring) are the roots to building a foundation for the forthcoming generations that will reap the benefits
of Manitoba’s Network of the Future.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGER – Bill Murdoch
provides Business and Information Technology (IT) solutions to
government and commercial clients. He is known for innovation,
customer satisfaction, and fulfilling commitments to clients. Bill offers
a full range of management and technology services including
Program/Project Management, IT Strategic Planning, IT Engineering
Management, Technology Architectures, Database Planning &
Development, and System Planning and Development.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER — Ehigie Agbator serves as
Clear Sky Connections Business Development Manager. His prime
responsibility is leading the implementation of the Business Development,
working with various partners to ensure there are viable business
opportunities for Manitoba’s First Nations Communities as well the training
piece of the MFN`s ICT Center of Excellence initiative. He has several
Project Management Certifications including an MBA with a major in
Marketing. He has over fourteen years’ operational business management
experience from various industries such as; Telecommunications-ICT,
Insurance, Consulting, and building relationships with intergovernmental
partners. Ehigie likes treating everyone like his family. When he is not
working, he spends time with his family and studies the creator's guide:
The Holy Bible.

BUSINESS ANALYST – Tosin Tijani joined Clear Sky Connections in
February 2018. Prior to joining Clear Sky Connections, Ms. Kolade
worked on different project teams as project coordinator. She holds
Project

Management

Professional

and

Prince2

Practitioner

certifications. Ms. Kolade received a Bachelor’s degree in Biology from
a Nigerian University and a Master’s degree in Supply Chain
Management from the University of Liverpool, UK. Ms. Kolade is a
current member of the Project Management Institute of Manitoba.

FINANCE ADMINISTRATOR – Lindsay Catcheway is a passionate
Indigenous professional woman who is dedicated to the empowerment
of Indigenous people. She is a member of the Skownan First Nation in
central Manitoba. Lindsay has worked in several First Nations for over
10 years in the capacity of Social Development. Employment with
Skownan First Nation, West Region Tribal Council, MNP LLP,
Indigenous Management Group has given her the opportunity to view
the struggles of each community in different regions and to apply her
skills and experiences with each community she has worked with in
Manitoba. In 2016, she took time off work to enhance her skills to further
her career, where she attended Robertson College and obtained her
Diploma as the Accounting Specialist and was the first Indigenous
Valedictorian for Robertson College, Class of 2016. She believes through education and creating
awareness of history and the treaties, the Indigenous people will rise again! Lindsay is currently employed
with Clear Sky Connections as Finance and Executive Assistant.
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APPENDIX E: MANITOBA FIRST NATIONS ICT CENTRE OF
EXCELLENCE

“Smoke signals of the future”
Strategic Planning Sessions with the regional Indigenous ICT training leads and the PTOs
(MFNERC, FNHSSM eHealth, AMC, SCO, MKO) were held in 2018-2019 to develop the building
blocks of the ICT Centre of Excellence. A Draft Mission was developed to be presented to the
Clear Sky members at the June 1st-3rd AGM and Summit: We provide and/or coordinate
education, training and ICT solutions for Manitoba First Nations in the most effective way possible,
through a network of trusted partners. Partners are being approached for funding to re-engage
the Youth ICT Committee and bring the new training initiatives to fruition.

The Manitoba Centre of Excellence in ICT Training and Certification is a hub for initiating,
planning and execution of joint ICT programs between various partners in the province to
increase quality and productivity of the ICT-intensive communities. The whole region is aimed
at establishing a sustainable network of ICT specialists in each area supported by a network of
robust infrastructure for ICT. The backbone of such infrastructure will be provided by a central
ICT centre of training and certification — the ICT Centre of Excellence (CoE). The training will
align with the needs of the fibre optic high-speed internet backbone being built by Clear Sky
Connections and will home in on what is required at the community level for potential jobs that
could be created to support the network. Not only will the partnerships be built regionally but will
expand nationally and internationally with Indigenous brothers and sisters across the world. CSC
Membership will be engaged at the 2020 Annual General Membership Meeting and 5th Annual MFN
ICT Summit for input into the ICT Centre of Excellence Strategic Plan and the Path Forward; various
proposals for funding will be submitted to continue to build the resources necessary for the MFN ICT
Centre of Excellence.
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Objectives of the ongoing Youth ICT activities are to:
1.

Increase awareness about the corresponding trainings and certifications that can improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of the ICT individuals and communities.

2.

Increase optimized community capacity for provision of training and certification services
based on know-how / "knowledge transfer" from Mentors in the regional First Nations ICT
teams among the partners, via collaboration and mentorship.

3.

Increase utilization of ICT tools to promote healthy living and “Life Promotion Initiatives”
being undertaken by First Nations youth across the country, thereby increasing mental
wellness and decreasing suicide rates.

4.

Development of a community and regional market for training and certification in terms of
increased informed demand for services and promoting trained skilled youth who can
provide quality networking and training solutions. The youth become generalized ICT
specialists that can troubleshoot and support the delivery of ICT applications in the
communities or within regional supports.

5.

Increase community and regional ICT cooperation based on the improved quality of ICT
service

Former Partners involved were: University of Winnipeg, University College of the North, ICTAM
(Information & Communication Technology Association of Manitoba), Broadband Communications
North, Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs, Indigenous Services Canada, First Nations & Inuit Youth
Employment Strategy, Province of Manitoba, Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre, etc.
New Partners: Blackberry, IndigenousTech.ai, Microsoft, First Nations of BC, Ontario and
Saskatchewan, etc.

Strategic
Output

Core
Activities
Strategic
Alignment
Institutional
Building

Planning in progress!
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Lisa Clarke, Bsc BA

Ehigie Agbator

Chief Executive Officer

Business Development Manager

Phone: 204-410-3376 | Fax: 204-815-5435

Direct Line: 204-410-3375 | Fax: 204-8155435

Email: lisa@clearskyconnections.ca

Email: ehigie@clearskyconnections.ca

Bill Murdoch
Information Technology Manager
Phone: 204-410-3948 | Fax: 204-815-5435
Email: bill@clearskyconnections.ca

Lindsay Catcheway
Finance and Executive Assistant
Direct Line: 204-410-3362 | Fax: 204-8155435
Email: lindsay@clearskyconnections.ca

Tosin Tijani, PMP, Prince 2
Business Analyst
Direct Line: 204-410-3360 | Fax: 204-8155435
Email: tosin@clearskyconnections.ca
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